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Systems Approach Provides Management Control of Complex Programs

A management control for planning and implementing large and complex development programs has been built around a systems approach. Based on an analysis-synthesis rationale, the Integrated Program Management Process (IPMP) proposed affords program management the necessary controls to carry out any complex program from conception stage to successful operation.

The IPMP could be used in such areas as urban redevelopment, transportation, air and water pollution control, natural resources conservation, and oceanographic investigations. The systems approach, as represented by the IPMP, appears to offer substantial promise as a means of coping with multifaceted problems involving vast quantities of detail plus complicated and often intangible relationships both within the problem and between the problem and its environment.

Proper employment of the IPMP will provide management with visual assistance through the use of three interrelated charts: a system model or functional-flow diagram that identifies each function to be performed; a matrix that identifies personnel responsibilities for these functions; and a process chart that breaks down the functions into discrete tasks or operations while demonstrating the input-output relationships among them. Such charts are valuable tools that enable managers to continuously adjust system operations to compensate for such unpredictable occurrences as material shortages, accidents, equipment damage, and corporate policy changes.
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